A comparative study of the effects of pulse parameters for intracranial direct electrical stimulation in epilepsy.
Intracranial direct electrical stimulation (iDES) uses different parameters for mapping the epileptogenic and functional areas in patients with drug-resistant epilepsy. We aim at finding the common factor driving the electrographic responses to various iDES protocols reported in the literature. We recorded early responses to single-pulse iDES in 11 subjects undergoing stereoelectroencephalographic presurgical evaluation. We systematically explored the role of several pulse parameters in evoking responses: monophasic versus biphasic pulses, current intensity, and pulse duration. We performed a correlation and regression analysis between responses to different protocols by amplitude, duration, and charge per phase. Regression analysis revealed that the responses were similar for the same charge per phase, regardless of their pulse duration and amplitude. Over eighty percent (82.8%) of the responses to variable pulse duration biphasic stimulation and between 58.6% and 81.9% of the responses to monophasic stimulation, depending on pulse polarity, were correlated to the responses evoked by the variable amplitude biphasic protocol, when expressing stimulus strength in terms of charge per phase. Regardless of the combination of different stimulation currents, it is the underlying charge per phase parameter that determines the magnitude of the responses to single-pulse electrical stimulation. Our results provide a unifying method for comparing iDES protocols.